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Category/Department:  General
Published:  Wednesday, February 22, 1989
On Feb. 17, in a joint communique, the "Group of 14" political parties, and the Permanent Workers
Congress (CPT), comprised of four labor organizations, said that the results of the Central American
summit in El Salvador were positive, and demanded that the government resume participation in
the national dialogue. The "dialogue" refers to discussions organized by the National Reconciliation
Commission, created under the auspices of the 1987 regional peace plan. The dialogue was
suspended in June 1988. The statement declared that the opposition's demands for changes to
the Nicaraguan Constitution continue to be "valid." On Feb. 15, President Daniel Ortega said
that articles pertaining to electoral structure and arrangements, and the national media would
be modified. With these exceptions, said Ortega, the Constitution would not undergo further
change without due process of law. The opposition communique reiterated the necessity to resume
the national dialogue as a means to "expedite" agreements on changes to the Constitution, and
advancing general elections to Feb. 25, 1990. The statement did not mention the dismantlement
of the contra forces, nor amnesty for at least 3,500 former National Guardsmen. On Feb. 18, the
Mexican government's news service, Notimex, comments on the opposition's apparent disinterest
in the amnesty provision. Amnesty for guardsmen and other "political prisoners" had long
ranked as one of the opposition's primary demands in its confrontation with the government.
Next, said Notimex, the silence by the opposition on the Central American presidents' decision
to dismantle the contra forces was also curious, given that its spokespersons have insisted that
peace would be possible only if the Nicaraguan Resistance was permitted to participate in the
national dialogue. Notimex stated that these and other curious developments among Nicaragua's
opposition organizations are perhaps not surprising, given difficulties of achieving unity on almost
any political question. Some politicians and others recognize that their weakness stems from the
extreme factionalization which characterizes the Nicaraguan domestic opposition. Notimex cites a
recent editorial published in La Prensa by Joaquin Mejia, a member of the National Assembly for
the Independent Liberal Party, and one of the government's most outspoken critics. Mejia wrote
that not everything which occurs among the domestic opposition parties is "the fault of or at the
instigation of the government and its party...To the contrary, the opposition suffers great deficiencies
which it carries on its own shoulders. Why are there up to four factions apiece of the Liberal, Social
Christian and Conservative parties? According to analysts of national politics, this dispersion has
been the result of the opposition's inability to articulate a homogeneous project that constitutes a
real alternative to the present government." (Basic data from Notimex, 02/17/89, 02/18/89)
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